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DISTRIBUTORS
The Company markets its products through a network of Distributors.  For 
purposes of this summary, an “Active Distributor” is a Distributor who placed 
an order for products, promotional materials or services during the most recent 
three-month period. In the United States, the Company had an average of 
80,927 Active Distributors during 2010.

COMPENSATION
There are two fundamental ways in which a Distributor can earn compensation:

and

As with any other sales opportunity, the compensation earned by Distributors 
varies significantly and is based upon the time Distributors devote to the 
business, etc. The cost to become a Distributor is very low. People become 
Distributors for various reasons. Many people become Distributors simply  

to improve their skills or to experience the management of their own business. 
Others become Distributors, but for various reasons, never purchase products 
from the Company. Consequently, many Distributors never qualify to receive 
commissions. 

Generating meaningful compensation as a Distributor requires 
considerable time, e!ort, and commitment. This is not a get rich  
quick program. There are no guarantees of financial success. 

RETAIL MARKUPS
Distributors can buy products from the Company at wholesale prices for 
resale to customers or for personal consumption. Specifically, Distributors 
can earn up to 30% retail profit on customer purchases. However, while our 
published retail prices are competitive with similar products in the marketplace, 

the published retail price is only a suggested price and distributors are free 
to set their own retail prices for customers. As a result, the Company does 
not provide an estimate of average income from retail sales, nor include 
Distributor retail income in its average commission information.

COMMISSIONS
Distributors can also earn commissions based on the sale of products by 
Distributors in his/her network of sponsored Distributors in all countries where 
the Company does business. The Company also sells promotional materials 
that do not generate commissions for Distributors. 

In 2010, the Company paid approximately $626,231,000 in commissions 
and sales compensation globally. In the same period, the Company paid 
approximately $115,911,000 in commissions to Distributors residing in the 
United States. 

The following table shows the average commissions paid in 2010 to U.S. 

including the average percentage of total Active Distributors and the average 
percentage of Executive and above Distributors that earned commissions at 
each level. These figures do not include retail markup income.

The average commission paid to U.S. Active Distributors each month was 
$119.36, or $1,432.30 on an annualized basis. In 2010, the average monthly 
commission paid to U.S. Active Distributors who earned a commission check 
was $905.57, or $10,866.88 on an annualized basis. Note that these figures do 

by a Distributor in the promotion of his/her business and do not include retail 
markup income. On a monthly basis, an average of 13.18% of U.S. Active 
Distributors earned a commission check.3  Active Distributors represented  
an average of 39.74% of total distributors.4 

If you have any questions concerning this information, please contact the 

1  These numbers are calculated by taking the monthly average commissions and multiplying by twelve.
2   These percentages are calculated by taking the average of the total monthly Distributor/Executive count at each 

level and dividing it by the total number of monthly Active Distributors.    
3  This number is calculated by adding the average percentage of Active Distributors in the above table.

4   This percentage is obtained by taking the total average of monthly actives and dividing it by the total average 
of Distributors on a monthly basis. “Total Distributors” includes all U.S. Distributor accounts currently on file, 
irrespective of their purchasing products, promotional materials or services or earning commissions. “Distributor” 
numbers do not include customer or Preferred Customer accounts.

Title
Monthly Average 

Commission Income at 
Each Level for 2010

Annualized 
Commissions1

Average Percentage of 
Active Distributors2

Average Percentage of 
Executive-and-above 

level distributors
$50.00 $600.00 6.52% N/A

Qualifying Executive $199.00 $2,388.00 1.15% N/A
Provisional Executive $40.00 $480.00 0.37% N/A
Executive $414.00 $4,968.00 2.92% 56.86%
Gold Executive $757.00 $9,084.00 1.01% 19.64%
Lapis Executive $1,267.00 $15,204.00 0.64% 12.54%
Ruby Executive $2,534.00 $30,408.00 0.25% 4.85%
Emerald Executive $4,910.00 $58,920.00 0.08% 1.65%
Diamond Executive $9,961.00 $119,532.00 0.09% 1.73%
Blue Diamond Executive $47,410.00 $568,920.00 0.14% 2.73%

COMPANY OVERVIEW

have the best people, products, culture, and opportunity in the direct sales, skin care, anti-aging, and wellness industries. From our uniquely empowering culture, 

defining Nu Skin as THE DIFFERENCE. DEMONSTRATED.


